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TENSOR NETWORK LANGUAGE MODEL
VASILY PESTUN AND YIANNIS VLASSOPOULOS
Abstract. We propose a new statistical model suitable for machine learning of systems
with long distance correlations such as natural languages. The model is based on directed
acylic graph decorated by multi-linear tensor maps in the vertices and vector spaces in
the edges, called tensor network. Such tensor networks have been previously employed for
effective numerical computation of the renormalization group flow on the space of effective
quantum field theories and lattice models of statistical mechanics. We provide explicit
algebro-geometric analysis of the parameter moduli space for tree graphs, discuss model
properties and applications such as statistical translation.
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2 TENSOR NETWORK LANGUAGE MODEL
1. Introduction
It must be recognized that the notion
probability of a sentence is an entirely
useless one, under any known
interpretation of this term.
Noam Chomsky, 1969
In natural language processing, unsupervised statistical learning of a language aims to
construct an efficient approximation to the probability measure on the set of expressions in
the language learned from a sampling data set.
Currently, neural network models have proved to be the most efficient. A particular
success is attributed to models which construct distributed word representations [1–3], that
is a function v : W Ñ V from the set of words W in a language to a real vector space V of
a certain dimension depending on a particular model.
Impressive results for constructing such a function v, also called continuous vector repre-
sentation, have been achieved in [4, 5] (see also [6] for earlier construction of neural network
language model and [7] for continuous space word representations). A model in [5] constructs
vector representation vpwq of a word w P W by training a predictor of words within a certain
range of w in the training sample of language. Curiously, the function v constructed in [4, 5]
was found to satisfy interesting semantic and syntactic linear relations in English language
such as
vpapplesq ´ vpappleq » vpcarsq ´ vpcarq » vpfamiliesq ´ vpfamilyq
encoding the syntactic concept of grammatical number,
vpSpainq ´ vpMadridq » vpFranceq ´ vpParisq » vpItalyq ´ vpRomeq
encoding the semantic concept of capital of a country,
vpkingq ´ vpqueenq » vpmanq ´ vpwomanq » vpuncleq ´ vpauntq
encoding the semantic concept of gender.
The difficulties in the statistical modeling of language are due to the long range correlation.
In [8] mutual information1 Iplq between two characters in the text was measured as a function
of the distance l between positions of the characters in two samples of English Literature
(“Moby Dick” by Melville and Grimm’s Tales), and it was found that Iplq in the range
25 ă l ă 1000 is well approximated by the power law
Iplq “ c1l´α ` c2 (1.1)
with critical exponent α » 0.37. Further measurements in [9] showed that the long distance
correlation are due to the structures beyond the sentence level. In [10] it was proposed to
explain the long range correlations in the text by a hierarchy of levels in language which
reminds the hierachical structure/renormalization group flow in the physical theories. The
analysis in [11] confirmed long range correlations in the sequence of integers constructed
from the sequence of words in the text, where each word is mapped to a positive integer
equal to the rank of this word in the sorted list of individual word frequencies. Criticality of
language is not surprising with abundance of critical phenomena in biology [12].
1defined in terms of relative entropy
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Moreover, in [13] it was shown that a language described by a formal probabilistic regular
grammar necessarily has mutual entropy function Iplq with exponentially fast decay with
respect to the distance l
Iplq » c expp´mlq (1.2)
where m is the inverse correlation length, or the mass gap in the physics terminology. A
formal probabilistic regular grammar is almost equivalent to a probabilistic finite automaton,
hidden Markov model chain or matrix product state called also tensor train decomposition
in machine learning (see [14, 15] for more precise statements). These models can be thought
as tensor networks based on a graph with topology of 1-dimensional chain constructed from
three-valent vertices whose output edges correspond to the observables. In the context of
language a matrix product state model is considered in [16]. The absence of mass gap
(power law correlation function, criticality, conformal structure, scale invariance) observed
in the natural language (1.1) implies that 1-dimensional tensor chain models (e.g. hidden
Markov model or similar) fail to reproduce correctly the basic statistics of natural language:
these models are mass-gapped with exponential decay (1.2) while a natural language is at
criticality with the power law decay (1.1). This observation of [13] explains why hidden
Markov models or similar do not describe very well natural languages.
On the other hand, [13] also showed that a language described by a formal probabilistic
context free grammar (probabilistic regular tree grammar) has mutual entropy function
function Iplq of a power law type. A probabilistic regular tree grammar is modelled by a
tensor network based on a graph with topology of a tree in which leafs correspond to an
observable, see also [17]. The hierarchy tree structure, for example in the case of a binary
tree, means that from the state vectors of two words we construct the state vector of the
sentence of two words they form. From state vectors of sentences of two words we construct
the state vector of the sentence of four words they form and so on.
In physics this corresponds to the idea of iteratively coarse graining a system of many
locally interacting variables and the resulting renormalization group flow on the space of
theories developed by Kadanoff [18], Wilson [19–21], Fischer [22] and many others (see
e.g. review [23]). Further in [24, 25] density matrix renormalization algorithm was suggested
which turned out to be quite efficient for numerical solutions of quantum 1-D lattice systems.
Algorithms implementing Kadanoff-Wilson-White real space renormalization group on tensor
tree networks have been developed in [26, 27]. See [28] for a recent survey of tensor network
models.
However, for critical systems the performance of bare tree tensor networks models was
limited due to effects of remaining long range entanglement. To handle this entanglement
the dimensions of Hilbert spaces in the layers have to grow substantially when moving up to
the higher layers in which nodes represent compound objects.
In [29] Vidal modified bare tensor tree network by introducing disentangling operators
between neighbor blocks before applying each step of Kadanoff-Wilson-White [21, 25] density
matrix renormalization group projection operation, see Fig. 1. Such tensor tree interlaced
with disentaglers is called Multiscale Entanglement Renormalization Ansatz, and it has been
successfully applied to study numerically many critical systems with impressive precision,
see e.g. review in [30]. Intuitively, p-valent tree tensor networks could be thought as discrete
models of AdS/CFT correspondence (holography) [31–33], between the AdS side which is
a discrete gravity theory in discrete hyperbolic geometry represented by p-valent trees, and
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V1 ⌦ V1 ⌦ V1 ⌦ V1 ⌦ V1 ⌦ V1 ⌦ V1 ⌦ V1
V4
V1 ⌦ V1 ⌦ V1 ⌦ V1 ⌦ V1 ⌦ V1 ⌦ V1 ⌦ V1
V4
Figure 1. On the left: bare tree tensor network. On the right: MERA
decorated tensor tree network is a map V4 Ñ Vb81 obtained as composition
of tensors at vertices, where V4 is the vector space associated to the single
incoming arrow at the top, and Vb81 is the vector space associated to the 8
outgoing arrows at the bottom. Tensors of type (1,2) realizing maps
Vk`1 Ñ Vk b Vk
are displayed by triangles, and disentagling tensors of type (2,2) realizing maps
Vk b Vk Ñ Vk b Vk
by squares. The direction of arrows is opposite to the renormalization group
flow. The picture displays base layer of length 8 and the binary tree. In the
conformal limit the length n of base layer goes to infinity, and the number of
layers scales as log n.
the CFT side which is a critical (conformal) theory that lives on the boundary of the tree,
see e.g.[34].
Motivated by
(1) criticality of language [8–12]
(2) emergence of effective vector structure on the space of linguistic syntactic and se-
mantic concepts [1, 2, 4, 5, 35]
(3) real space matrix density renormalization group or discretized holographic AdS/CFT
correspondence realized by tensor trees [18, 19, 25, 26, 29]
in this paper we propose to use quantum MERA-like tensor networks for a statistical model
of language or other data sets with observed critical phenomena and long range power law
type correlation functions.
1.1. Previous work. Recurrent neural networks have been shown to have long range cor-
relation [13, 36]. The connection between deep learning architectures and renormalization
group has been pointed out in several recent works [37–39]. Moreover, in [40, 41] it was
shown that an arithmetic circuit deep convolutional network is a particular case of a tree
tensor network. Linear matrix product states and density matrix renormalization group [42]
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in the context of image recognition have been analyzed in [43]. On the other hand, deep
neural networks in [44] have been used to compute correlation functions in the Ising model,
and [45] deep neural networks have been used to learn a wave-function of a quantum system.
In [46] it was suggest to represent topological states with long-range quantum entanglement
by a neural network, and in [47] it was suggested how to accelerat Monte Carlo statistical
simulations with deep neural network. In [48] some analysis has been put for equivalence of
certain restricted Boltzmann machines and tensor network states.
While the present manuscript was in preparation we noticed works [17, 49, 50] which
contain partial overlap with presented constructions.
1.2. Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Maxim Kontsevich and John Terilla
for useful discussions. The research of V.P. on this project has received funding from the
European Research Council (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation program (QUASIFT grant agreement 677368), and research of Y.V. received
funding from Simons Foundation Award 385577.
2. Quantum statistical models
2.1. Quantum states. Let W be the set of symbols from which a language is constructed.
For example, W could be a set of words, a set of syllables, a set of ASCII characters, a set
t0, 1u in the binary representation, a set of musical characters, a set of tokens in computer
programming language, a set of DNA pairs and so on. By w “ |W | we denote the number
of symbols in the set W .
Let W ˚ be the set of sequences of symbols in W , including the empty sequence
W ˚ “ >nPZě0Wˆn (2.1)
where Wˆn “ W ˆW ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆWlooooooooomooooooooon
n
. An element of the set S “ W n is a sequence of length n
consisting of symbols in W .
Let W “ CW » Cw be a vector space over the field of complex numbers generated by W .
Elements of W are formal linear combinations of symbols in W with complex coefficients.
Using Dirac bra-ket notations one can denote an element ψ PW asÿ
wPW
ψw|wy (2.2)
where |wy is a basis element in W labelled by a symbol w P W and ψw is a complex number.2
An element in the vector space W is called state.
For example, if the set of symbols W is a set of English words, a state ψ P W could be
equal to
ψ “ 1`
?
3i
4
|mountainy `
?
3
2
|hilly (2.3)
We equip W with Hermitian metric x, y, that is a positive definite sesquilinear form, also
called inner product
x, y : WbWÑ C (2.4)
2We use the standard conventions to label coefficients of controvariant vectors |ψy P W by upper indices
and coefficients of covariant vectors xψ| PW_ by lower indices
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where W denotes a vector space complex conjugate to W in such a way that W is the
standard basis
xw|w1y “ δww1 , w, w1 P W (2.5)
where
δww1 “
#
1, w “ w1
0, w ‰ w1
is the Kronecker symbol. In other words, W is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space with
orthonormal basis W . For every state |ψy P W there is an adjoint state xψ| P W_ induced
by the Hermitian metric x, y.
For example, the norm of a state |ψy “ řw ψw|wy is
xψ|ψy “
ÿ
wPW
ψ¯wψ
w (2.6)
where ψw denotes complex conjugation of a complex number ψw.
To a length n sequence of symbols s “ pw1, . . . , wnq P Wˆn we associate a basis element
|sy “ |w1w2 . . . wny in the vector space
Wbn “WbW ¨ ¨ ¨ bWloooooooomoooooooon
n
(2.7)
A generic state Ψ PWbn is a linear combination of basis elements with complex coefficients
Ψ “
ÿ
sPWn
Ψs|sy (2.8)
An operator os : Wbn ÑWbn defined as
os “ |syxs| (2.9)
is the projection operator on the basis element |sy. In particular,
xΨosΨy “ xΨ|syxs|Ψy “ |xs|Ψy|2 “ ΨsΨs (2.10)
is the absolute value square of the coefficient Ψs, thus it is a real non-negative number. A
state Ψ is called normalized if it has unit norm
xΨ|Ψy “ 1 (2.11)
For a normalized state Ψ it holds that ÿ
sPWˆn
xΨosΨy “ 1 (2.12)
2.2. Pure state statistical model. A statistical model on the set Wˆn is a family of
probability distributions µ on Wˆn fibered over the base space of parameters U . That is,
for each parameter u P U there is a positive real valued function
µu : W
ˆn Ñ Rě0, u P U (2.13)
such that ÿ
sPWˆn
µupsq “ 1, u P U (2.14)
The base space U of parameters can be thought as moduli space of distributions in a given
statistical model.
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A quantum (pure state) statistical model on Wˆn with the space of parameters U is a
family of normalized states Ψ P Wbn fibered over the base space U . That is for each point
u in the space of parameters U there is a normalized state Ψu PWbn:
xΨu|Ψuy “ 1. (2.15)
A quantum statistical model Ψ induces classical statistical model µ by the Born rule
µpsq :“ xΨosΨy (2.16)
Indeed, µpsq is a real non-negative number, and the normalization (2.14) follows from (2.15).
We remark that in quantum physics with a Hilbert space of states H, a U -family of normed
states Ψu P H, xΨu|Ψuy “ 1 is often called a wave-function ansatz. A typical problem posed
in quantum physics is to find a ground state of a quantum system, that is an eigenstate with
the lowest eigenvalue of a positive definite Hermitian operator H (Hamiltonian) acting on a
Hilbert space H. Often the exact solution of this problem is not possible, and one resolves
to approximate methods. A wave-function ansatz is such an approximate method. While
the exact ground state problem is equivalent to the minimization problem
min
|ΨyPH,xΨΨy“1
xΨ|H|Ψy (2.17)
over the space of all states in H with unitary norm, an approximate solution by an ansatz
searches the minimum over, usually, much smaller subset of states tΨu|u P Uu
min
uPU xΨu|H|Ψuy (2.18)
Similarly, using the Born rule induction (2.16) of a statistical model µ from a pure state
model Ψ, we can think about a family of quantum states tΨu, u P Uu as a particular case of
classical statistical model.
2.3. Learning the model. Given a statistical model µu on a discrete set S, a statistical
learning of a model is to find an optimal value u˚ of parameters in U , which means that µu˚
approximates best an observed distribution µ˚ in a sample of data points in S. Formally, a
sample of data is a multiset
S “ pS,m : S Ñ Zě0q
based on the set S, that is a set of pairs ps,mpsqq where s P S is an observed data point,
and non-negative integer mpsq P Zě0 is the multiplicity of point s in the sample.
An observed distribution µ˚S associated to a sample S is a normalized frequency function
S Ñ Rě0 defined by
µ˚Spsq “ mpsq|S| (2.19)
where |S| :“ řsPSmpsq :“ řsPS 1 is the cardinality of the sample S. We use conventions
where
ř
sPS yields s P S with multiplicity mpsq.
A distance between between two probability distributions µ˚ and µu can be defined as
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
Dpµ˚||µuq “
ÿ
sPS
µ˚psq log µ˚psq
µupsq (2.20)
This definition of distance between two probability distributions satisfies certain natural
axioms in the information theory that also lead to the standard definition of the entropy of
a distribution.
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Hence, a standard method of learning a statistical model µu from a sample of data points
S is minimization of the KL divergence between probablity distribution µu and the observed
distribution µ˚, so that the optimal value of the parameters u is
u˚ “ arg min
uPU Dpµ˚S ||µuq (2.21)
Minimization of KL divergence bewteen µ˚ and µu is equivalent to maximization of log-
likelihood
ř
sPSmpsq log µupsq, that is
u˚ “ arg max
uPU
ÿ
sPS
log µupsq (2.22)
using the multiset yield notation s P S.
In particular, for a quantum pure state statistical model Ψu and data sample S, the
optimal value of u˚ P U is
u˚ “ arg max
uPU
ÿ
sPS
plog Ψupsq ` log Ψupsqq (2.23)
3. Isometric tensor network model
Now we consider a particular pure state statistical model Ψu on the Hilbert spaceH “Wbn
called isometric (or unitary) tensor network model.
3.1. Isometric maps. Let V,W be any Hermitian vector spaces, then a map
u : VÑW (3.1)
is called isometric embedding (isometry for short) if the Hermitian metric on V is equal
to the pullback by u of Hermtian metric on W. In other words, for any v, v1 P V and
w “ uv, w1 “ uv1 it holds that
xw|w1yW “ xv|v1yV (3.2)
Since Hermitian metric is non-degenerate
ranku “ dimV (3.3)
and isometric embedding exists only if dimW ě dimV.
An equivalent definition of isometric embedding of Hermitian spaces u : VÑW is that
u˚u “ 1V (3.4)
where u˚ : W Ñ V is the adjoint map and 1V is the identity map on V. With respect to a
basis on V and a basis on W, the isometric property of a map uwv means
gv¯v1 “ u¯w¯v¯ uw1v1 gw¯w1 (3.5)
where gv¯v1 and gw¯w1 are components of Hermitian metric on V and W.
The definition (3.4) also implies that the operator uu˚ : WÑW is a projection, since
puu˚q2 “ uu˚uu˚ “ uu˚ (3.6)
We can think about morphism u˚ : WÑ V as a projection on the image of u in W.
A unitary transformation can be defined as an isometry V Ñ V. The set of unitary
transformations of V forms a group called unitary group Upvq. In this sense an isometry
VÑW is a generalization of the notion of unitary transformation.
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In general, the space UV,W of isometries VÑW is not a group, but a homogeneous space
isomorphic to the quotient
UV,W “ Upwq
Upw ´ vq , dimR UV,W “ 2wv ´ v
2 (3.7)
For example, a normalized state ψ P W can be canonically identified with an isometry
ψ˜ : CÑW by taking the image of 1 P C
ψ “ ψ˜p1q (3.8)
and, indeed, the space of isometric embeddings of C to W is a unit sphere S2w´1 isomorphic
to the sphere of normalized states
UC,W “ Upwq
Upw ´ 1q “ S
2w´1 (3.9)
where
S2w´1 “ tψ PW | xψψy “ 1u (3.10)
Also we define the reduced space U˜V,W of isometries from V Ñ W that is obtained from
UV,W by reduction by the unitary group Upvq of automorphisms of the Hermitian space V.
For example, if V “ C, then
U˜V,W “ Upwq
Up1qUpw ´ 1q “ P
w´1 (3.11)
which is a familiar statement from quantum physics that the space of normalized states in W
up to equivalence by phase rotation forms the complex projective space Pw´1. In generic
case
U˜V,W “ Upwq
UpvqUpw ´ vq “ Grv,w, dimC U˜V,W “ vw (3.12)
where Grw,w denotes a Grassmanian of complex v-planes in w-dimensional complex vector
space.
The reduced space U˜V,W is an example of moduli spaces of isometric tree tensor networks
which we discuss in more generality in section 4.
3.2. Multi-linear isometric maps and tensor vertices. For vector spaces V1,V2, . . . ,Vq
and vector spaces W1,W2, . . . ,Wp, a linear map u of type pp, qq is morphism
u : Vbq ÑWbp (3.13)
where Vbq “ V1 b V2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Vq, and Wbp “W1 bW2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bWp.
Let Wi and Vj be the bases of vector spaces Wi and Vj for i P r1, ps and j P r1, qs. Then
tensor uwv of type pp, qq is the table of components of u represented as a pp` qq-dimensional
array table with p upper indices and q lower indices
puwv q “ puw1...wpv1...vq | w P W1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆWp, v P V1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Vqq (3.14)
A Hermitian metric on pWiqiPr1,ps and on pVjqjPr1,qs induces Hermitian metric on Wbp and
Vbq, and then a tensor uwv is called an isometry if the map (3.13) is an isometry from Vbq
to Wbp with respect to the induced Hermitian metric. In the orthonormal basis this meansÿ
wPW1ˆ¨¨¨ˆWp
u¯v˜wu
w
v “ δv˜v , v, v˜ P V1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Vq (3.15)
Graphically we display tensor vertex (3.13) as in figure 2.
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V1 ⌦ V2 ⌦ V3
W1 ⌦W1 ⌦W1 ⌦W1
Figure 2. A tensor vertex u : Vb3 ÑWb4
3.3. Directed multigraphs. Let γ be a directed multigraph in which edges have their
identity (sometimes called quiver). More formally, a directed multigraph γ is pVert,Edge, s, tq
where Vert is a set of vertices, Edge is a set of edges, s : EdgeÑ Vert is a source map which
associates to each edge its source vertex, and t : EdgeÑ Vert is a target map which associates
to each edge its target vertex.
A tensor network Uγ (without inputs and outputs) is a decoration of a quiver γ by a vector
space Ve at each edge e P Edge, and linear map ui : bePt´1piqVe Ñ bePs´1piqVe at each vertex
i P Vert.
Notice, that unlike the theory of quiver representations, in which vertices are decorated
by vector spaces, and the edges by maps between vector spaces, in a tensor network edges of
a quiver are decorated by vector spaces, and the vertices are decorated by multi-linear maps
from the tensor product of vector spaces of incoming edges to the tensor product of vector
space of outgoing edges. A vertex i decorated by a linear map ui is called tensor vertex.
To define an open tensor networ, or tensor network with a boundary we add a set of
external incoming edges and a set of external outgoing edges. Formally, a quiver γ with a
boundary is pVert,Edge, In,Out, s, tq where Vert is a set of vertices, Edge is a set of internal
edges, In is a set of incoming edges, Out is a set of outgoing edges, s : Edge\ OutÑ Vert is
a source map which associates to each edge its source vertex, and t : Edge \ In Ñ Vert is a
target map which associates to each edge its target vertex.
An open tensor network Uγ “ pγ, pupiqqiPVertq is a quiver γ, possibly with a boundary, in
which each edge e P Edge \ In \ Out is decorated by a vector space Ve, and each vertex
i P Vert is decorated by a multi-linear map
upiq : bePt´1piqVe Ñ bePs´1piqVe (3.16)
An open tensor network pγ, puiqiPVertq defines a multi-linear map uγ called evaluation from
the tensor product of vector spaces in the In edges to the tensor product of vector space in
the Out edges by composition of maps ui
uγ :
â
ePIn
Ve Ñ
â
ePOut
Ve (3.17)
If the boundary is empty, i.e. tensor network is closed, then uγ is a number.
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Figure 3. Directed acyclic graph
In components, evaluation map uγ is obtained by summing over all pairs of upper and
lower indices in the product of tensor vertices
uγ “
ÿ
vPŚePEdge Ve
ź
iPVert
puiqvps´1piqqvpt´1piqq (3.18)
We remark that a tensor network pγ, Uγq could be recognized as a Feynman diagram of the
directed graph γ for a 0-dimensional field theory with a pair of fields pφe, φ˜eq with φe P Ve
and φ˜e P V_e for each edge e P Edge with kinetic term xφ˜e, φey and interaction tensor vertices
(3.16)
x
ź
ePt´1piq
φ˜, ui
ź
ePs´1piq
φey (3.19)
Also, graphical representation of contraction of tensor indices corresponding to the compo-
sition of multi-linear maps in vertices is known as Penrose graphical notation.
3.4. Directed acyclic graphs and props. If we assume that directed multigraph γ is
acyclic (see Figure 3), i.e. γ does not contain any directed cycles, then mathematical struc-
ture that associates to γ a tensor network is called a colored prop [51–59]. A prop is gen-
eralization of the notion of operad. While operad takes several inputs and returns a single
output, a prop takes an element of tensor product of several inputs and returns an element
in the tensor product of several outputs. A tensor network for acyclic directed graph γ is an
object in the endomorphism prop of a set of objects in some symmetric monoidal category
C. In the above definition (3.16) (3.18) the category C pis a category of finite-dimensional
vector spaces over complex numbers with linear morphisms.
We remark that if directed multigraph γ contains directed cycles, the corresponding tensor
network involves trace operation. Formally this structure is encoded in the notion of colored
wheeled prop. In this situation C could be any symmetric monoidal compact closed category
so that there is the trace operation in C. Directed cycles in γ correspond to the trace map
and are called ‘wheels’ in the context of ‘wheeled prop’. A category of finite-dimensional
vector spaces with linear morphisms has trace map, and thus it is suitable to build tensor
network (3.16)(3.18) on arbitrary directed graph.
In the context of this paper we are interested in a particular case of tensor networks called
isometric tensor network.
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L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
Figure 4. Pure state isometric tensor network model
An isometric tensor network pγ, Uγq is a tensor network built on directed acyclic multigraph
γ in which edges are decorated by Hermitian vector spaces and all multi-linear maps in
vertices are isometric embeddings. Hermitian vector spaces with isometric linear maps form
a category, since composition of isometries f : V1 Ñ V2 and g : V2 Ñ V3 is an isometry
g ˝ f : V1 Ñ V3, and this category is symmetric monoidal with the standard tensor product
of vector spaces. Abstractly, an isometric tensor network can be thought as an object in the
endomorphism prop of a set of objects from the category of Hermitian vector spaces with
isometric morphisms. Concretely, this means that if γ is a directed acyclic multigraph and
all tensor vertices ui are isometries, the evaluation map uγ (3.18) is also an isometry.
3.5. Isometric pure state tensor network model. Given a Hilbert space Hn “ W1 b
W2 ¨ ¨ ¨ bWn, whose basis is a set W n of length n sequences of symbols in W , a pure state
isometric tensor network model pγ, Uγq for a state
Ψ PW1 bW2 ¨ ¨ ¨ bWn
is an isometric tensor network pγ, Uγq : CÑ H with a single input vector space C and output
vector space Hn “W1 bW2 ¨ ¨ ¨ bWn built on n output edges, see
The state Ψ equals to the tensor network morphism uγ evaluated on 1 P C
Ψ “ uγ1 (3.20)
Notice, that in general, a directed acyclic graph γ underlying a tensor network is not a
tree, i.e. there could be multiple directed paths from a node i to a node j (and ‘acyclic’ here
means that directed cycles are not allowed). In particular, MERA-like graph [30, 60] (see
figure 1) is directed acyclic but not a tree.
However, in a particular case of isometric tree tensor network pγ, Uγq, see Figure 5, it is
computationally easier to evaluate an amplitude of a sequence s
xs|uγ1y “ x1uγ˚sy (3.21)
since pulling back the state xs| from the lower layer to the top vertex always keeps it in the
form of tensor product of states on the intermediate edges. However, because of the observed
criticality of language the dimension of vector spaces at the top layers needs to grow for a
sensible model.
A MERA-like graph with disentagling intermediate vertices V b V Ñ V b V is not a
tree, and therefore algorithms of the amplitude evaluation are computationally more costly.
However, it is feasible that the dimensions of the vector spaces in the edges at the higher
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Figure 5. Pure state tree isometric tensor network model
layers of MERA graph do not have to grow as fast [28], and MERA-like tensor model will
turn out to be computationally more effective.
3.6. Slicing and layers. In any case, a directed acyclic graph can be always sliced into
layers l (see Figures 4 and 5) such that each layer contains vertices which are evaluated in
parallel by tensor product. Denoting by rls a set of vertices in layer l we write urls “ biPrlsupiq
for a morphism in the layer l, and then the evaluation map of an isometric tensor network
is a sequential composition of maps starting at the source (or higher) layer ‘L’ with input C
and finishing at the target (or lower) layer 1 with output H.
uγ,r1Ls “ ur12s ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ urL´1,Ls (3.22)
The adjoint map uγ˚ : HÑ C is evaluated in the reverse order
u˚γ,rL1s “ u˚rL,L´1s . . . u˚r21s (3.23)
where now the morphisms u˚rls are not isometries in general, but projections if we identify
the source of urls with its image in the target space.
In particular, the projection operators u˚rls do not preserve inner product. Consequently,
by the analogy with renormalization group flow, we expect that orthogonal commuting
operators of projections on basis states at the bottom layer (UV scale in renormalization
group/holography terminology), such as projection operators or1s
or1s “ o|largeyb|hilly, o1r1s “ o|smallyb|mountainy
are projected by the linear map to the similar operators ol » o1l operating at the middle layer
l
orls “ u˚rlLsor1surLls, o1rls “ u˚rlLso1r1surLls (3.24)
In the opposite direction, from intermediate higher layer l to the bottom layer 1, under
the map
no2r1s “ ur1lsorlsu˚rl1s » ur1lso1rlsu˚rl1s, (3.25)
and in the context of the example we expect to see an operator of the form
o2r1s “ oc1|largeyb|hilly`c2|smallyb|mountainy (3.26)
where |c1|2, |c2|2 are context-free probabilities of expressing similar concept with different
words.
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In other words, the context free choice between the UV layer expressions |largey b |hilly vs
|smally b |mountainy is irrelevant at a higher level which operates within a Hilbert space Hrls
of higher level concepts.
Notice that the renormalization group flow preserves expectation values of relevant oper-
ators, in other words, if we define a state |ψyl at the intermediate level l as
|ψyl “ ulL|1y (3.27)
where
uγ,rlLs “ url,l`1s ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ urL´1,Ls (3.28)
then
xψolψyl “ xψo1ψy1 (3.29)
where ol is an image under renormalization group flow of the operator o1 operating at the
base layer ‘1’.
Therefore, the expectation value of o2r1s “ oc1|largeyb|hilly`c2|smallyb|mountainy is approximately
equal to the expectation value of orls or o1rls.
4. Geometry of the moduli space
Let pγ, Uγq be an isometric tensor network built on a directed acyclic graph γ. We define
automorphism group (gauge group)
Autpγ, Uγq “
ź
ePEdge\In
UpVeq (4.1)
to be the group of unitary transformations which act on all incoming and internal edges
preserving their Hermitian metric, so that tensor vertex upiq transform as
upiq ÞÑ
¨˝ ź
ePs´1piq
ue‚˛upiq
¨˝ ź
ePt´1piq
u´1e ‚˛ (4.2)
under the action of automorphism group element pueqePEdge\In, p1eqePOut.
The moduli space of an isometric tensor network is defined as a quotient
Uγ “ ‘iPVertIsompbePt´1piqVe,bePs´1piqVeq {
ź
ePEdge\In
UpVeq (4.3)
where IsompV,W q denotes the space of isometric maps from Hermitian space V to Hermitian
space W .
4.1. Tree flag variety. If γ is a directed tree graph, the moduli space Uγ has a particular
simple algebro-geometric description. First notice, that the constraint that a map u : VÑW
is an isometry between Hermitian spaces V and W
u˚u “ 1V (4.4)
is a symplectic moment map for UpWq group action on the Kahler space of all maps
HompV,Wq. By geometric invariant theory, the quotient of the level subset of the con-
straint by the action of compact group is isomorphic to the quotient of the (stable locus) of
the whole set by the complexified group
Uu:VÑW “ tu P HompV,Wq | u˚u “ 1wu{UpVq » HompV,Wqstab{GLpVq (4.5)
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Figure 6. A small tree tensor network with moduli space Uγ isomorphic to a
tree flag variety given by a fibration with Grassmanian fibers Grpv5,V3 b V4q
over the base Grpv3,V1q ˆ Grpv4,V2q, where V3, V4 are tautological vector
bundles over the base.
In the present case the stable locus HompV,Wqstab is the space of injective maps, and we
obtain
Uu:VÑW » GrvpWq (4.6)
where GrvpWq denotes Grassmanian of v-dimensional planes in the vector space W, with
dimC GrvpWq “ vw ´ v2 “ pv ´ wqv, c.f. (3.12).
Now, if γ is a directed tree with a single input, then each vertex upiq has a single incoming
input edge. Therefore, for a tree tensor network, the set of isometric constraints on the maps
upiq in each vertex i (4.4) is a level set of symplectic moment map of the action of the full
automorphism group (4.1). Consequently,
Uγtree “ ‘iPVHompVt´1piq,bePs´1piqVeqstab{
ź
iPVert
GLpVt´1piqq (4.7)
In the simplest example, when γ is chain quiver in which each vertex has a single input
and a single output the moduli space Uγ is explicitly generalized flag variety, i.e. the moduli
space of flags
Vin » VL Ă VL´1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă V2 Ă V1 » Vout (4.8)
which can be thought as GrpvL, vL´1q fibered over GrpvL´1, vL´2q fibered over .... fibered
over Grpv2,V1q.
If γ is a generic directed tree, the moduli space Uγ can be thought as a generalization of
flag variety for linear quiver, and could be called tree flag variety.
For the illustration, consider a tree isometric tensor network γ displayed on Figure 6
In this case the moduli space Uγ is a fibration over the base Grpv3,V1q ˆGrpv4,V2q with
the fibers Grpv5,V3 b V4q where V3, V4 denote tautological vector bundles over Grpv3,V1q
and Grpv4,V2q.
For general tree isometric tensor network γ, the moduli space Uγ is projective algebraic
manifold with has explicit description of a tower of fibrations, where the fiber at level l is a
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product of Grassmanians, and then the structure of fibration of products of Grassmanians
at level l`1 uses external tensor product of the tautological vector bundles of Grassmanians
at level l according to the combinatorics of tree vertices.
Hence, we deduce that for an isometric tree tensor network the parameter moduli space
Uγ is a smooth algebraic projective Kahler variety of complex dimension
dimC Uγ “
ÿ
iPVert
¨˝
vt´1piq
ź
ePs´1piq
ve ´ v2t´1piq‚˛ (4.9)
One can expect that the explicit algebro-geometric structure of the moduli space might
be useful for optimization algorithms that minimize the target function (2.23).
5. Learning the network and sampling
5.1. Learning. For an isometric tensor network pγ, Uγq : C Ñ Hn, where Hn “ Wbn is
the Hilbert space based on length n sequences, and a training sample S of strings s P Wˆn,
the effective free energy function F puq that needs to be minimized over the moduli space
of parameters u P Uγ, is equivalent to the KL divergence between observed probability
distribution and the model probability distribution (2.23) and is given by
F pu|Sq “ ´
ÿ
sPS
2 Re logxs|uγ|1y (5.1)
where x, y is the standard Hermitian metric on Hn, and |sy is a basis element in Hn labelled
by a sequence s P Wˆn. The summation over s P S takes each element from the training
multiset S with its multiplicity.
Since the objective function F puq is additive over the training sample S, a particular
effective approximate algorithm to minimize F puq with a large sample S is a term-wise local
gradient descent (called sometimes stochastic gradient descent). This algorithm constructs
a flow on the moduli space Uγ, where each step of the flow for a limited time (called learning
rate) follows the gradient flow associated to a single term s in the objective function, so that
evolution of u for a step s is
Btu “ ´∇F pu|sq, t P r0, ηs (5.2)
where F pu|sq is
F pu|sq “ ´2 Re logxs|uγ|1y (5.3)
Other learning methods based on the recursive singular value decomposition of effecive
density matrices developed in tensor networks applied to many body quantum systems [29,
30, 60, 61] might turn out also to be effective.
5.2. Sampling. To sample from a probability distribution of learned isometric tensor net-
work a standard recursive procedure can be used.
Namely, a sequence s PWn is sampled recursively according to the following algorithm.
The k-th element of s is recursively sampled from the probability distribution of the k-th
element conditioned on the previously sampled k ´ 1 elements of s, that is
probpsk|s1 . . . sk´1q “ xΨos1...skΨyxΨos1...sk´1Ψy
(5.4)
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where os1...sk denotes the projection operator on a length n sequence with first k elements
fixed to be s1 . . . sk, i.e.
os1...sk “ os1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b osk b 1k`1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1n (5.5)
See also [62] addressing sampling in the context of tensor networks.
For tree tensor networks, the state ψs “ xs|uγ|1y can be evaluated particularly effectively
by recursive composition over a leaf of the tree and deleting that leaf. The local term gradient
(5.1) is also efficiently evaluated because of the product structure of the evaluation morphism
(3.18). Namely, the gradient components for the moduli of parameters in vertex i is computed
as pulling the tangent bundle for local variation upiq in (3.18) along the composition map in
(3.18) of all remaining vertices (the pullback or ‘chain rule’ for differential of composition
of functions is sometimes referred as ‘back propagation’ in the context of neural network
optimizations).
6. Discussion
6.1. Supervised model and classification tasks. A ‘supervised’ version of algorithm is
also possible, where a ‘supervised’ label is a relevant operator which survives at the higher
(IR) levels of the network, such as the general topic of the input text or other general feature
relevant operators. We simply add another leaf input to the network at higher level decorated
by a vector space whose basis is the set of higher level labels.
6.2. Translation of natural languages. It is expected that various human natural lan-
guages are in the same critical universality class L at the sufficiently high level of the network
(i.e. at the sufficiently IR scale of the renormalization group flow).
Then a translation engine from language L1 to language L2 can be constructed by con-
necting by unitary transformation S21 at sufficiently high layers L1 and L2 of two isometric
tensor networks describing language L1 and language L2
L2 L1
L2 L1
u2
S21
u1 (6.1)
A sequence |sy1 in language L1 is translated to a state |ψy2 in the Hilbert space HL2 of
language L2 equal to
|ψy2 “ u2S21u˚1 |sy1 (6.2)
The state ψ P HL2 , in general, is a not basis element corresponding to a single sequence
in L2, but rather a linear combination
|ψy2 “
ÿ
sPWˆn2
ψs|sy2 (6.3)
with complex coefficients ψs. If the state |ψy2 is sampled, a basis sequence |sy2 from language
L2 is generated with probability |ψs|2. As expected, the translation (6.1) is not isomorphism
between languages in the base layer. However, one can conjecture approximate isomorphism,
or a single universality class of all human languages at some deeper scale of renormalization
group flow L1 » L2 that could be called the scale of ‘meaning’ or ‘thought’. The renor-
malization group flow u1˚ from the base layer L1 to the ‘meaning’ layer L1 is many to one,
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projecting different phrases in L1 with equivalent meaning to the same state in HL1 . The
map u2 from the scale of meaning L2 to the base layer of language L2 is an ordinary isometry
map between vector spaces, however, in general, the expansion of the image state |ψy2 over
the basis in L2 contains many phrases |sy2 weighted with probability amplitudes. Each of
these phrase is a possible translation with corresponding probability |ψs|2.
6.3. Network architecture. In this note, for simplicity we have assumed a certain fixed
topology of an isometric tensor network. However, we expect that there is a natural gener-
alization of the construction in which the topology of the underlying graph of the model is
not fixed, but arbitrary, so that the amplitudes ψs are computed in the spirit of Feynman
diagrams where different graph topologies appear.
6.4. Testing the model. The presented construction is theoretical. It would be very in-
teresting to implement the suggested models and study its performance on various types of
languages that display critical properties (human natural languages, DNA sequences, musical
scores, etc).
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